DEFINITION 0.2. The ring of all such algebraic analytic functions f:D->R is called the Nash ring A D ; see [7] for this notation. In § 1 and § 2 we develop some of the preliminaries for the study of the Nash ring. Most of § 1 comes form Cohen's paper [3] , In § 2 we prove the finiteness of the number of components of an algebraic set using Cohen's theory. In § 3 it is shown that A D is Noetherian. Mike Artin made several valuable suggestions which were very helpful in proving this theorem.
Finally in § 4 we get to the nullstellensatz. Originally it was intended to prove the following conjecture. 1, Cohen's effective functions* In his paper, [3] , Paul Cohen introduces the concept of an effective function. Since this concept is very useful here and is used in [3] to prove the Tarski principle, which we also find very useful, we will reproduce with some slight modifications the discussion in [3] . The main change here is to drop the term "primitive recursive" which is, I believe, not necessary for our needs. DEFINITION 
Let i be a field.
A polynomial relation A(x lf , x n ) is a statement involving a finite number of polynomials in k [x lf '",x n ] plus the terms: and, or, not, equals, greater than, and also parentheses. DEFINITION 
Proof
All polynomial relations can be constructed from inequalities p(x) > 0. DEFINITION ) ) for all j, we can determine effectively where ς is relative to the %/s. Then from the data for q(x) we know sgn q(ξ) also. THEOREM 1.6. (Tarski and [3] Theorem 1.7 is the only result in this section which does not appear in [3] . The reason for adding it is to give a possibly simpler description of the concept "effective function". THEOREM 1.8. (Tarski's principle as proved by Cohen [3] ). Let k be a real field with only one ordering and let A(
is true for one real closed field LZD k iff it is true for every real closed Lz) K.
Proof. First note that V# is just ~ Ix ~. Then use induction and Theorem 1.6 to find a polynomial relation B involving only the coefficients of the polynomials in A(x lf •••,&») so that(*) iff B. Since any real closed field induces the unique ordering on k, B is true or false independent of L.
Algebraic analytic functions
* THEOREM 2.1. Let A(x lf --,x n ) be a polynomial relation. Let D = {(a u •• ,a n ) in R* 1 such that A{a u , a n )}.
Then each connected component of D is also defined by a polynomial relation. Moreover, there is a finite number of such components.
Proof. We use induction on n. For n = 1, since D is a union of points and intervals, the result is obvious. For n> 1, A(x lf •••,»») involves a finite number of polynomials p t {x u , x n ) for i = 1, , s. Consider each p t as a polynomial in x n with coefficients in k[x lf , fl5»_J. Then there exist functions φ i3 '(x u •••, vj as in Theorem B n giving the roots of Pi(x). So our region D will be a union of intersections of sets of the form φ i5 (x u , x n _ λ ) < x n < 9V/Ό&1, , χ n-i) (where < could be ^), where (x u •• ,^u_ 1 ) is such that (1) both Ψii&if , &»-i) and (4) It will be enough to show that the domain EcD oί φ i5 -φ can be split up as a union of E t where each E t is connected and defined by a polynomial relation and φ is continuous on E { . This is because we can further divide the E t into connected components where other φ x , ά , are defined, continuous and > φ i3 by the same process. Let p φ (x lt , x n _ l9 z) = the irreducible polynomial for φ and let g(x lf * " f x n _ ± ) = the discriminant of p φ with respect to z. By further subdividing and using Theorem B m we can also assume φ -i th root of p ψ . So the subset of E where g (x lf , α^-i) Φ 0 can be written as E ι U U E t where each E t is connected and by our induction hypothesis each E t can be defined by a polynomial relation. So fix E x say. Then let a x (x u . ,α Λ _ 1 ), -, a d (x u -•-,a; n _ 1 ) be the roots (real and complex) of p Ψ (x u , x n -u z). The a t are continuous functions and if some aJJP) is not real, then there exists j Φ i with θίi{P) ~ cCj(P). Since the a % are continuous, no complex root can become real without p ψ getting a double root so this cannot happen in E t since g Φ 0 there. So let a l9 a z , •••, a u be the real roots of p Ψ and suppose PG^ that a^P) < ••• <α«(P) and a % (P) = φ(P). For Q near enough to P, ^(Q) < < <x u (Q) and so φ(Q) = cc t (Q) which shows that φ is continuous at P (since a t is) and so φ is continuous on E x . The other E t are handled just the same way.
On the rest of E, we have g(x u , x n -i) = 0 and so we can solve for x n _ x -ψ(x ly •• ,x % _ 2 ), for possibly more than one ψ but only a finite number. Now let
Then, by induction, we can split up the domain F of ψ into sets Fj which are connected and on which both φ and ψ are continuous.
,-} is connected and φ is continuous on E i+j . THEOREM 
Let D be a domain of R n defined by a finite number of polynomial inequalities. Then, if f:D->R is algebraic analytic, f is effective.
Proof. There is a polynomial p f (z, x u ,
, x n ) be the discriminant of p f considered as a polynomial in z. Then in any connected subset of D where g(x) Φ 0, / will equal a fixed root of p f (z, x 
Proof. We have f(x) = z iff A/(^, cc); ^(ίc) = w iff A g (w, x) and (/ + g)(%) = w-iff A/ +g (%, a?). But Vic, ^, w, u in i2 we have: p t (x) > 0, A/(^, x), A g (w, x) and A /+ί7 (%, cc) implies u = z + w. So by Theorem 1.8, the same holds for L.
One handles (fg) L similarly. (z, x) 
The Nash ring is
Then it follows that α 0 vanishes on V B (f) f and so Fβ(/) c V R (a 0 ). The singular points of V(a 0 ) will have dimension <£ w -2 and if we let TF be the singular set of V B (a 0 ), then V B {a Q ) -W will be a union of a finite number of topological components; C u -, C s by Theorem 2.1 or ( [8] , p. 547). For each C, choose P, e C, and / t G^ so that /.(P,) ^ 0. Then f t will vanish only on W t cC f which is of dimension <: n -2. Then replacing F^α,,) by W U TFi U U W s , we go through the same process of removing the singular points and finding new f which vanish only on a lower dimensional piece of W U W x U U W s . Eventually we obtain /i, , ft e ^£ so that for all P in D, there exist some /, with f t (P) Φ 0. Let /= Σ/i 2 Then / is in .^f and also a unit in A D , which is a contradiction. Proof. Define h(a) = /(α) 1/2 for all a in Zλ Then note that h is in A. The fact that / and h are units is clear. Now if (7 vanishes on X Λ , βroj" vanishes on B and since fifoj 1 is analytic, it is zero. But then g itself will vanish on a complex neighborhood of P in X and so g = 0 on X and is in 0>. If any <p^ were infinite (larger in absolute value than all real numbers), then we would be in Case (1), so we can assume that for each i there exists a t e R with a t -φx t infinitesmal or 0. Now p -(a u --, a n ) is not on the boundary of D for if it were then p(a lf , a n ) would -0. This would imply p(φx u , φx n ) infinitesmal and put us in Case (1) .
For notational simplicity, we assume P ~ (0, , 0) and by the above, we can assume that P is in the interior of D. For any fe A D , we can expand / in finite Taylor series about P so f(
is an w-tuple of nonnegative integers, | i \ = i x + + i n9 and g t e A D . We abbreviate by writing / = pjx) + Σ χi 9i{%)-% assumption each φx z is infinitesmal or 0.
We claim that lM t e R so that | φg i \ < M t . This is because g i being analytic at P is bounded near P so there exists M t a positive real number and δ > 0 so that \\x\\ < δ implies | g t {x) \ < M t . But then there exists an integer j 0 > 0 so that Mi -g\x) + Σ?=i Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.6, it follows that if & has the zeros property, then X = V{0?) contains a real nonsingular point P. Then the completion of the local ring of X at P is isomorphic to R [[t u , ίj], cZ = dimension X. Thus .4^/^ Q i2 [[ί, , t d ]] and so we are reduced to the following lemma. The converse is easy.
